1. Performing Arts Complex
   At a presentation by the architects for this project indicated that they have discussed opportunities for art in the building – possibly a video projection on the large lobby wall of the performances, and possibly dramatic lighting of the perforated scrim screening the theater fly.

2. Batmale Hall Plaza
   Thanks to Will scaffolding went up so Karen Fix could replace the tiles on the top; the wings will be cleaned this weekend.

3. Olmsted Busts
   Karen Fix will prepare a quote to get the busts cleaned later this year.

4. Exhibitions
   An exhibit of Art In Action artist Pauline Teller was approved by the Exhibitions Task Force for spring 2008.

5. Rivera Update
   Eduardo Pinedo reported that in 2001 he contacted the Banco Nacional in Mexico City regarding the use of our mural image for a SFMOMA project; the bank approved the use for educational purposes, at no cost.

   Julia will visit the Archives of American Art in Washington DC in late June to acquire additional material for the Rivera Collection.

   The traveling exhibit will be moved to Evans and it is hoped that a class there can design new crates for it.

   Julia purchased the trailer of The Great Dictator with the hope that it contained the footage from the film that Rivera included in the mural-alas, no.

6. Greeting Cards-no update

7. Art Guides-no update

8. Whales
Julia met with staff at the SF Art Commission regarding the project. Unfortunately Rommel Taylor, who was the contact there, will leave at the end of May for a new position. The SFAC must approve the future location of the work.

9. Student Union Mural-no update

10. Aztec Calendar
There was a recent article in the Guardsman about the work for the new Mission Campus.

11. Jungle Scene
If the ceramic mural can not be integrated into the new Child Development Center there is a possibility that it can be integrated into the Joint Use building, which will have a small play area for children.

12. Olmec Head
El Rey was tagged over the weekend & it was immediately cleaned but Karen Fix will touch it up when she returns. David Liggett will work on the specs for the rods for the base; something is also needed to prevent people from sitting on the base.

13. Pacifica
On hold because Sal DeGarda is ill.

14. Student Health Center-no update

15. Labyrinth
Julia contacted two people who design labyrinths, one of whom lives in England but spends a lot of time in the Bay Area.

16. Sargent Johnson-no update

17. Evans Campus mural-no update

18. Warenham
It will have to be returned to the SF Art Commission because it is rusting out on the lawn.


20. Other Business-Will is going to St. Luke’s Hospital to find historic photos of the Mission which might be a nice addition to the Mission Campus.